A. PRI-SEC - LIT RED / AMBER LED
B. BLANK
C. BLANK
D. BACK UP ALARM - (NON LIT )
   MOMENTARY ON
E. LEFT SCENE - LIT WHITE LED
F. REAR SCENE - LIT WHITE LED
G. RIGHT SCENE - LIT WHITE LED
H. PATIENT DOME 3 - WAY - LIT AMBER LED
I. PATIENT HEAT/AC 3 - WAY - LIT BLUE LED
J. MODULE DISCONNECT - LIT GREEN LED
K. BLANK
L. INDICATOR LIGHT - LIT RED LED
   DOOR OPEN
M. INDICATOR LIGHT - LIT AMBER LED
   LOW VOLTAGE
N. BLANK
O. INDICATOR LIGHT - LIT GREEN LED
   MASTER ON

Note: All dimensions are approximate and subject to change.